The Ethics Resource Site at Delaware State University Presents:

The 2015 CARS-CMNST Nobel Prize Event

Brief Presentations on the Research/Activity in the Six Fields that were Awarded the 2015 Nobel Prize

November 12, 2015--4:00 p.m.--Science Center South-223

1. Sandra Sokowski, Ph.D., Instructor of English and Foreign Languages, DSU, will present:
The Nobel Prize in Literature
Svetlana Alexievich,
“for her polyphonic writings, a monument to suffering and courage in our time.”

2. Charlie Wilson, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Biology, DSU, will present:
The Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine
William C. Campbell and Satoshi Ōmura,
“for their discoveries concerning a novel therapy against infections caused by roundworm parasites.”

3. Peter DiMaria, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Chemistry, DSU, will present:
The Nobel Prize in Chemistry
Tomas Lindahl, Paul Modrich, and Aziz Sancar
“for mechanistic studies of DNA repair.”

4. Jun Ren, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Physics, DSU, will present:
The Nobel Prize in Physics
Takaaki Kajita and Arthur B. McDonald
“for the discovery of neutrino oscillations, which shows that neutrinos have mass.”

5. Anne Rhoads, Lecturer in Economics, DSU, will present:
The Sveriges Riksbank Prize in Economic Sciences (in memory of Alfred Nobel)
Angus Deaton
“for his analysis of consumption, poverty, and welfare.”

6. Raymond Tutu, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Global Societies, DSU, will present:
The Nobel Peace Prize-The National Dialogue Quartet
“for its decisive contribution to the building of a pluralistic democracy in Tunisia in the wake of the Jasmine Revolution of 2011.”